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R11 RSASS™ 

The Remington Semi Automatic Sniper System is the culmina-

tion of a joint effort between Remington Arms and JP Enterprises 

to develop a highly accurate and superbly built rapid firing sniper 
rifle. This weapon delivers sub-MOA accuracy out to 800 meters 

and beyond while providing the tactical advantage of a semi-

automatic platform. This weapon succeeds where others fail, 
meeting any and all mission requirements with ease. 

R5 RGP™ 

Available as a stand-alone carbine or as a complete upper ready 

to install on your M4 style lower, the Remington R5 RGP 

(Remington Gas Piston) represents the next great leap in the 

evolution of the modern combat rifle. Featuring a monolithic 

upper with free-floating handguard, robust mid-length gas piston 

operation and toolless disassembly for cleaning, the RGP is de-
signed from the ground up to provide rugged, accurate service in 

even the most extreme conditions.  

ACR™ 

One Rifle. Many Missions. 

The revolutionary, fully-modular Remington Adaptive Combat 

Rifle (ACR). The ACR was initially conceived to provide today’s 
warfighter an American-made, reliable, accurate, and mission –

configurable rifle. Three American companies – MagPul Indus-

tries Corp., Bushmaster and Remington – shared this common 
vision and after multiple iterations of torturous testing only the  

strongest materials, components and concepts survived.  

The ACR can change calibers from 5.56mm to 6.8mm in minutes at the user level by changing the bolt head, barrel, and magazine. The ACR can also 
change barrels, stocks, and accessories to go from a close-quarters battle carbine to a designated marksman rifle. Add a superbly reliable gas piston operat-

ing system, controllable full-auto fire capability, a non-reciprocating bolt handle, a monolithic free-floating handguard rail system, and intuitive, ambidex-

trous controls and you have a platform that is a natural fit for any operator and gives him all the options he needs. Made in the USA for government sales by 
the oldest name in firearms and ammunition – Remington delivers again. 

R12™ 

The Remington R12 Autoloading Tactical Shotgun ushers in a 

new era in combat shotguns, from America's oldest gun maker. 

The R12's self adjusting, short-stroke, dual piston gas operating 
system provides unmatched versatility and maximum reliability 

with minimal maintenance. The ability to fire all standard 12-ga. 

2 3/4", 3" and 3 1/2" loads ensures that the R12 is always ready 
for any job - from ballistic breaching to security to wildlife man-

agement. Best of all, the unique operating system and revolution-

ary SuperCell recoil pad combine to produce a 12-ga. shotgun 
that fires magnum loads with almost 20% less felt recoil.  


